
PRC Case No. 666/2019

In The Court Of Judicial Magistrate 1  st   Class, Goalpara

   [PRC Case no. 666/2019] 

                                                  [u/S 417 and 468 of the IPC ]

Present : Dimpee Talukdar, AJS

        State

-vs-

1. Fokoruddin Khan

S/o – Buddha Khan

R/o – Village Ekla Salbari

2. Hasna Khatun

D/o – Buddha Khan

R/o – Village Salbari

Both are of P.S. Lakhipur, Dist. Goalpara
   

    ……………. Accused persons

Evidence recorded on : 28.12.2021                       

Argument heard on : 28.12.2021        

Judgment delivered on : 28.12.2021        

Appearing for the Prosecution    : Mr. Dipu Kalita, learned APP

Appearing for the defence : Mr. Rofiqul Zaman, learned defence 

                                                      counsel
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JUDGMENT

1. The prosecution case in  brief  is  that  on 11.06.2018 the

informant Tara Bhanu Khatun had lodged an FIR before the O.C. of

Jaleswar  Outpost  stating inter  alia  that  the accused persons had

used her father’s 1951 Legacy Data by forging the same in their

name for their own use illegally by threatening her bed ridden father

and when the informant went to prevent their misdeeds the accused

persons  had abused her  physically  thereby  causing  her  grievous

injury. Under such circumstances the present case was lodged.

2. On receipt of the FIR, the police registered Lakhipur P.S.

Case No. 331/2018 under Section 406, 468, 417, 325 and 506 IPC

read with Section 34 of the IPC and conducted investigation into the

matter.

3. On completion of  the investigation, the police submitted

the charge-sheet against the accused persons namely Fokoruddin

Khan and Hasna Khatun under Sections 406, 468 and 417 IPC read

with Section 34 of the IPC.

4. The  accused  person  entered  into  their  appearance  in

response to the process issued. Copies of the relevant documents

were furnished to the accused persons in accordance with Section

207 Criminal Procedure Code and thereafter, the charge was framed

u/S 417 and 468 of  the IPC  by my learned Predecessor  and the

contents of the said charge were then read over and explained to

the accused persons to which they individually pleaded not guilty

and claimed to be tried. 

6. During the trial, the prosecution examined 1 (One) witness

namely  Tara  Bhanu Khatun  after  which the  prosecution evidence

was closed.
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7. The  statement  of  defence  of  the  accused  persons  as

mandated  by  Section  313  of  Criminal  Procedure  Code  was

dispensed  with  due  to  lack  of  incriminating  materials  in  the

evidence. The defence did not adduce any evidence.

8. Upon hearing both the parties and on perusal of the case

record, the following points for determination were formulated by

this Court:

1.  Whether the accused persons pretended themselves to

be the son and daughter of the father of the informant

and used the legacy data code no. 340/0038/6155 which

belongs  to  the father  of  the informant  and committed

“cheat  by  personation”  and  thereby  committing  an

offence punishable u/S 417 of the IPC?

2.  Whether the accused persons committed forgery by using

the legacy data code no. 340/0038/6155 of the father of

the informant and pretended themselves to be the son

and  daughter  of  the  informant’s  father  and  thereby

committing an offence punishable u/S 468 of the IPC? 

9.   I have heard the learned counsel for defence and the APP

and have  gone through the  evidence  on  record  which  has  been

outlined below.                 

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE 

 

10. After  going  through  the  evidence  of  PW-1  who  is  the

informant in this instant case, it transpires that the informant has

derailed from the allegations set forth in the FIR.  It seems that the

FIR was lodged by the informant due to certain misunderstanding.

Her version in the evidence in chief does not corroborate to what

she averred in  the FIR.  On her  cross-examination she voluntarily
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stated that she did not want to proceed further with the case as she

had  filed  the  case  due  to  misunderstanding  and  the  accused

persons were her own cousin. 

11.  Accordingly, I hold that the prosecution has failed to prove

beyond reasonable doubt that the accused persons Fokoruddin Khan

and Hasna Khatun have committed the offence punishable u/S 417

and 468 of the IPC.

12.  As  such,  the  points  for  determination  are  answered  in

negative.

ORDER    

In view of the discussion made above and the decisions

reached in the foregoing points for determination, it is held that the

prosecution has failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the

accused persons namely Fokoruddin Khan and Hasna Khatun are

guilty of the offence punishable u/S 417 and 468 of the IPC.

As such, the accused persons namely Fokoruddin Khan and

Hasna Khatun are acquitted of the offence u/S 417 and 468 of the

IPC

The bail bonds of the accused persons shall remain in force

for a period of 6 months from today in compliance with Section 437

(A) Criminal Procedure Code.  

Case is disposed of on contest.

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 28th day

of December, 2021 at Goalpara, Assam.

       DIMPEE TALUKDAR

       JMFC, GOALPARA
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A P P E N D I X

1. Prosecution witnesses :    PW-1 : Tara Bhanu Khatun
                                        

2. Defence witnesses  : Nil

3. Prosecution exhibits     : NIL

4. Defence exhibits         : Nil

       Dimpee Talukdar
                J.M.F.C., Goalpara
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